
Lesson Three 

Khaney ka Kamra Dining Room 



Describing things in a dining room 

situation  
Grammar

Demonstrative Pronoun+ 

Noun+ Adjective + Verb

Yeh _____ _____hai.

(This _____ is _____)

Noun+ Adjective + Verb

Vocabulary

roti (f)

bread

chhuri (f)

knife

dahi(m)

yogurt

basi

Yeh roti basi hai. (This bread is 

stale)

Ye chhuri teiz hai. (This knife is 

sharp)

Voh plate saaf hai. (That plate Noun+ Adjective + Verb

Roti ______ hai.

(Bread is _____)

basi

stale

teiz

sharp

saaf

clean

garam

hot

taaza

fresh

Voh plate saaf hai. (That plate 

is clean)

Chai garam hai. (Tea is hot)

Dahi taza hai.(Yogurt is fresh)



Practice

Vocabulary

double roti(f)

bread

doodh (m)

milk

unda(m)

Grammar

Noun+ Adjective + 

Verb

Roti ______ hai.

(Bread is _____)

Bread is fresh.

___ ____ ____.

Milk is cold.

___ ____ ____.
unda(m)

egg

chai (f)

tea

khana (m)

meal

Egg is hot.

___ ____ ____.

Tea is good.

___ ____ ____.

Meal is hot.

___ ____ ____.

Vocabulary

taza

fresh

thunda

cold

garam

hot

achi

good



Ordering or requesting in a

dining room situation 

Grammar

(Pronoun) + Noun + 

conjunction + Noun 

+ Verb

(Tum) ______ aur

_____lao.

Chumach aur kanta lao. 

(Bring spoon and fork)

Tos aur unda banao.

(Make slice and egg)

Namak aur kali mirch lao. 

Vocabulary

chumach (m) spoon

kanta (m) fork

tos (m)                    slice

unda (m) egg_____lao.

(You) bring ______ 

and ______.

Namak aur kali mirch lao. 

(Bring salt and pepper)

Mukhan aur double roti lao .

(Bring butter and bread )

unda (m) egg

namak(m) salt

kali mirch(f)black pepper

mukhan (m)           butter

double roti(f) bread

lana to bring     

banana                to make



Practice Vocabulary

chai (f)

tea

tos (m)                    

slice

unda(m)

egg

pasta (m)

Grammar

Noun + conjunction + 

Noun + Verb

______ aur _____lao.

Bring ______ and 

______.

Bring tea and 

slice.

___ ____ ____ .

Make egg and 

pasta. pasta (m)

pasta

kanta (m)

fork

chumach (m)

spoon

chhuri (f)

knife

plate (f)

plate

______.pasta.

___ ____ ____.

Bring plate and

fork.

___ ____ ____.

Bring spoon and

knife.

___ ____ ____.



Mein (In)

Salan mein namak hai . (There

is salt in the salan)

Daraz mein chhuri hai. (There 

is knife in the drawer)

Grammar

Noun + Postposition + 

Noun + Verb

Glass mein _____hai.

(There is _____ in the 

Vocabulary

salan (m)

salan

daraz (m)

drawer
Glass mein pani hai. (There is 

water in the glass)

Piali mein chai dalo. (Pour 

some tea in the bowl)

Glass mein pani lao. (Bring 

some water in the glass)

(There is _____ in the 

glass)
drawer

pani(m)

water

piali(f)

bowl

dalna

to pour

IN



Practice

Grammar

Noun + Postposition

+ Noun + Verb

Glass mein

_____dalo.

(Pour _____ in the 

Pour some salt in

the salan.

___ ____ ____ .

Make egg in the

pan.

Vocabulary

salan (m)

salan

namak (m)

salt
(Pour _____ in the 

glass)

pan.

___ ____ ____.

Put slice in the 

plate.

___ ____ ____.

Put knife in the 

plate.

___ ____ ____.

salt

pan(m)

pan

dalna

to pour

banana

to make

rakhna

to put



Two types of Question formation

• Keya can either 

replace a noun, in 

this case it is 

inserted at the 

• Or Keya can be 

attached at the 

beginning of a 

complete sentence.inserted at the 

place of a noun.

• Wh formation

• Apka naam keya

hay? What is your 

name?

complete sentence.

• Yes/no Questions

• Keya voh masroof

hai? Is he busy?


